Much of the work reported in our March story on COMPASS in Progress is continuing as teams intensify their efforts to develop, test and implement new systems and procedures and define roles with accompanying guides and training. Some services have already been made available to the University of Florida community, with others on track to go-live beginning with the first major release Aug. 7, 2017. Highlights on work of particular interest to the university community this month include...
COMPASS Testing Team begins formal Release 1 testing May 15

With the overall goal of ensuring excellence in performance, accessibility, and security across the various COMPASS projects such as the Student Information System (SIS), the COMPASS Testing Team is preparing to begin its formal testing period May 15 for Release 1.

A conversation with Mallori Wojcik

Mallori Wojcik is an assistant university registrar at the University of Florida and a member of COMPASS’ Student Records Team. Her team’s work will be the foundation of COMPASS’ Release 2, set to go live November 6, which will modify and improve UF’s schedule of courses...
and course catalog. She also happens to exude the qualities needed to oversee such a set of tasks: driven by productivity, mindful of detail, and conscientious of the impact on users.